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Abstract
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) not only maintains the health of peoples in Asia but also provides a
great resource of active natural products for modern drug development. However, owing to its diverse
constituents and the complex interactions with the human body, it is still challenging to clarify its
effective constituents and molecular mechanism. This greatly hinders its widespread application
worldwide and TCM-based modern drug development. The vast majority of constituents in TCM can
produce pharmacological effects only after they are absorbed into bloodstream. Compared with ordinary
constituents generally detected in vitro, these that are veri�ed to reach the bloodstream, including original
constituents absorbed into blood and metabolites of original constituents produced by the
gastrointestinal tract, intestinal micro�ora, and liver, are more likely to be really effective ones responsible
for the pharmacological effects. Here we developed DCABM-TCM (a Database of Constituents Absorbed
into Blood and Metabolites of TCM), the �rst database systematically collecting blood constituents of
TCM prescriptions and herbs, including prototypes and metabolites experimentally-detected in blood,
together with the corresponding detailed detection conditions by manual literature mining. Currently
DCABM-TCM has collected 4206 blood constituents of 192 prescriptions and 194 herbs, and also
integrated various related annotations including physicochemical properties, ADMET properties, and
associated targets, functional terms, pathways, and diseases etc. Furthermore, DCABM-TCM supported
two analysis functions, the network pharmacology analysis for TCM molecular mechanism elucidation
and the target/pathway/disease-based screening of candidate blood constituents, herbs or prescriptions
for TCM-based drug discovery. DCABM-TCM is freely assessable by http://bionet.ncpsb.org.cn/dcabm-
tcm/ and is browsable and searchable for each of 6 kinds of entities, including prescriptions, herbs, blood
constituents, targets, pathways, and diseases. DCABM-TCM will contribute to not only the elucidation of
effective constituents and molecular mechanism of TCMs but also the discovery of TCM-derived drug-
like compounds which are both bioactive and bioavailable, the feature investigation of absorbable
natural compounds, and the quality control of herbs. 

Introduction
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) not only plays an important role in maintaining the health of peoples
in Asia [1] but also provides a great resource of bioactive natural products for modern drug development.
Many successful western drugs are derived from TCMs, including artemisinin extracted from Artemisia
annua L. for malaria (of which the discoverer won the 2015 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine),
ephedrine from Ephedra Sinica Stapf for asthma treatment etc. Especially, because of its synergistic
action of multiple components and multiple targets, TCM research can also inspire the treatment of
complex diseases such as cancers and diabetes, caused by abnormal interactions among multiple
molecules and pathways [2]. However, owing to TCM’s diverse constituents and their complex
interactions with the human body, it is still challenging to clarify its effective constituents and molecular
mechanism. This greatly hinders not only TCM’s more widespread application but also TCM-based
modern drug development.

http://bionet.ncpsb.org.cn/dcabm-tcm/
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Actually the vast majority of constituents in TCM can produce pharmacological effects only after they are
absorbed into the bloodstream [3]. These “constituents detected in blood” (also denoted as “blood
constituents" in this paper) include not only original TCM constituents directly absorbed into blood (i.e.
“constituents absorbed into blood”/“prototypes”) but also “metabolites” of original constituents that are
produced by the gastrointestinal tract, intestinal micro�ora, and liver. Compared with ordinary TCM
constituents generally detected in vitro, these constituents that are veri�ed to reach the bloodstream,
including prototypes and metabolites, are more likely to be really active ones responsible for the
pharmacological effects. The identi�cation of the constituents detected in blood greatly avoids the false
positives and false negatives in the identi�cation of TCM effective constituents, where the false positives
refer to those active in vitro but cannot be absorbed or become inactive after metabolism and the false
negatives refer to those inactive in vitro but become active after metabolism.

Systematical collection of these constituents detected in blood of TCMs is important not only for 1) the
elucidation of effective material basis and molecular mechanism of TCMs and 2) the selection of quality
markers of herbs [4] but also for 3) the discovery of TCM-derived drug-like compounds which are both
bioactive and absorbable and 4) the property study of natural compounds which can be absorbed, such
as structural, physicochemical features. Compared with ordinary constituents of TCMs generally detected
in vitro, the identi�cation of blood constituents is a great step forward for all issues above.

Recently blood constituents for more and more TCM prescriptions and herbs were identi�ed by various
techniques such as liquid chromatography coupled with tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS).
However these data are scattered in various publications. Meanwhile often a prescription/herb’s blood
constituents were detected by multiple researches. In these researches, detection conditions may be
different to some extent, leading to that the detected blood constituents are different to some extent. It is
necessary to systematically collect and compile these data.

However, none of current public databases have recorded blood constituent information of TCM
prescriptions and herbs. Current TCM databases, including ETCM [5], SymMap [6], TCMID [7], TCM-ID [8],
TCM Database@Taiwan [9], TCM-Mesh [10], YaTCM [11], TCMSP [12], and even ETM-DB [13], TM-MC [14],
IMPPAT [15], PharmDB-K [16] for herbs used in other countries and CMAUP [17] for a wider range of
useful plants only have collected ordinary constituents generally detected in vitro. HIM, the herbal
ingredients in-vivo metabolism database, has recorded in-vivo metabolic information of herb-derived
single compounds [18]. Different from HIM, here we focused on the prescription/herb as a whole.
Compared with HIM, the collection of blood constituents of prescriptions or herbs has unique advantages
on the elucidation of effective constituents and multi-component synergistic molecular mechanism of a
prescription/herb, the herbal quality control, the property study of absorbable natural products and TCM
symptom-inspired discovery of lead compounds derived from TCM (i.e. phenotype-based drug discovery)
[6].

Therefore we developed DCABM-TCM (a Database of Constituents Absorbed into Blood and Metabolites
of Traditional Chinese Medicine) (http://bionet.ncpsb.org.cn/dcabm-tcm/), the �rst database

http://bionet.ncpsb.org.cn/dcabm-tcm/
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systematically collecting blood constituents of TCM prescriptions and herbs together with the
corresponding detailed detection conditions, by manual literature mining. In addition, DCABM-TCM was
also designed to support two data analysis functions for TCM molecular mechanism elucidation and
TCM-based drug discovery.

Materials And Methods
Core data collection and curation

The core data of DCABM-TCM are constituents detected in blood (including prototype components and
metabolites) of TCM herbs and prescriptions detected by various experimental techniques such as LC-
MS/MS. In addition, considering that experimental conditions have important impact on the detected
blood constituents of a prescription or herb, we also recorded the corresponding detailed detection
conditions including the extraction method, experimental animal and animal model, administration
method and dose, blood collection time and location etc. as well as the corresponding source publication.

All these data were manually mined from papers from PubMed and CNKI (China National Knowledge
Infrastructure). Like PubMed, CNKI hosts articles published in Chinese. As shown in Figure 1, �rst,
potentially related papers were identi�ed by searching PubMed and CNKI abstracts (by Dec., 2019) with
two keyword lists by use of self-developed bio-entity recognizer (which has been successfully used to
establish the AAgAtlas database [19]). For English papers from PubMed, the �rst keyword list included
“Traditional Chinese Medicine”, “TCM”, “Chinese herbal medicine”, “CHM”, “herb”, “formula”, “prescription”
and their various variations. The other one included 61 phrases that potentially suggested the
“constituent detected in blood”, such as “constituent absorbed into blood”, “absorbed component”,
“detected in plasma”, “serum �ngerprint”, “serum pharmacochemistry”. For Chinese papers from CNKI,
corresponding keywords in Chinese were used. The potentially related papers were those that
simultaneously contained these two classes of keywords in their abstracts. Next we carried out a
preliminary screening by manually browsing all the titles and abstracts. Then for the quali�ed papers, we
manually checked the full texts and even supplementary materials to extract the related information,
where Chinese information was simultaneously translated into English. Every piece of manually-curated
information was checked by at least three different experts to ensure the data quality.

In DCABM-TCM, blood constituents were uniformly mapped to PubChem CIDs [20] with the help of
PubChemPy [21] or manually based on compound names and molecular formulas. For the blood
constituents without mapped PubChem CIDs, we directly recorded them as the source publication gave.

Annotation data collection

To help the TCM molecular mechanism elucidation and TCM-based drug discovery, around the core data,
we also collected various annotation data. The compositive herbs of a prescription were directly from the
source paper which studied its blood constituents. The ordinary constituents of herbs were derived from
the TCMID database [7]. For a blood constituent, its basic information such as structure and Chemical
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Abstracts Service (CAS) number as well as the chemical and physical properties was from the PubChem
database [20] with the help of PubChemPy [21]. Here only six classic physicochemical properties were
considered, including the molecular weight, the logarithm of the partition coe�cient between n-octanol
and water (logP) [22], Topological Polar Surface Area (TPSA), number of hydrogen-bond donors in the
structure, number of hydrogen-bond acceptors, and number of rotatable bonds, which are important for
computationally evaluating the “drug likeness” [23]. Like the DrugBank database [24], the 22 Absorption,
Distribution, Metabolism, Excretion, and Toxicity (ADMET) properties of the blood constituents were
predicted by use of admetSAR [23], including the human intestinal absorption, blood-brain barrier
penetration, Caco-2 permeability, P-glycoprotein substrate and inhibitor, CYP450 substrate and inhibitor
(CYP1A2, 2C9, 2D6, 2C19, and 3A4), hERG inhibitors, AMES mutagenicity, carcinogens, rat acute toxicity
etc. The hierarchical classi�cation of blood constituents was given by ClassyFire [25], which provides a
rule-based structural classi�cation for compounds. 

Furthermore, blood constituent-target gene associations were from BATMAN-TCM [26], including known
and predicted ones. For a target gene, its basic annotation information such as synonyms, full name,
cross-references was from NCBI Entrez Gene database (downloaded on 05/14/2020) [27]. Human gene-
Gene Ontology (GO) term association data were also from Entrez Gene database (downloaded on
05/14/2020); biological pathway data were from the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)
database (downloaded on 02/26/2020) [28]. Human gene-disease associations were from the Online
Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) [29] and the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD) [30]
databases. For OMIM, we directly extracted gene-OMIM disease associations from Swiss-Prot
(downloaded on 05/15/2020) [31]. For CTD, we only used its gene-disease associations with direct
evidence (version: Jul.6, 2017).

The implementation of the two analysis functions

The network pharmacology analysis function of a prescription/herb/blood constituent was implemented
by BATMAN-TCM, a bioinformatics analysis tool for molecular mechanism of TCM previously developed
by us [26]. The analyses supported by BATMAN-TCM mainly include target prediction of constituents,
functional analyses of targets and association network visualization. With respect to BATMAN-TCM
released in 2016, in DCABM-TCM, the background data supporting the related analyses, mainly including
human gene-GO term/disease associations and pathway data, were updated into the later version as
described above.

In the function of “target/pathway/disease-based screening of candidate blood constituents, herbs and
prescriptions”, for a target gene, the candidate blood constituents targeting it were given with the help of
BATMAN-TCM. Further, we thought that the signi�cantly enriched prescriptions/herbs among these
candidate blood constituents were potential candidate prescriptions/herbs targeting this target gene.
Similarly, for a pathway/disease, we thought that signi�cantly enriched blood constituents among the
member genes of the pathway/the known related genes of the disease were potential candidate blood
constituents targeting this pathway/disease. And further, signi�cantly enriched herbs/prescriptions

http://lmmd.ecust.edu.cn/admetsar1
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among these candidate blood constituents were thought to be potential candidate herbs/prescriptions
targeting this pathway/disease. The enrichment analyses were implemented based on the
hypergeometric cumulative distribution test, and the multiple testing correction was based on Benjamini-
Hochberg correction method [32].

Database implementation

The bottom of DCABM-TCM was a MongoDB database. Above this database, the analysis application
was implemented in Perl and Node.js, and the web presentation application written in JavaScript and
CSS. The structural similarity search was implemented based on Open Babel [33], where the FP2
�ngerprint and the Tanimoto coe�cient were used to compute the structural similarity of two
compounds. DCABM-TCM web server is compatible with Chrome, Firefox, and Opera browsers for
Windows; and Chrome, Firefox, Opera, and Safari for Mac operating system.

Results And Discussion
Overview of DCABM-TCM

DCABM-TCM can be freely assessed by http://bionet.ncpsb.org.cn/dcabm-tcm/. Its core data are
constituents absorbed into blood and metabolites of TCM prescriptions and herbs together with the
corresponding detailed detection conditions. Around the core data, annotation data include
physicochemical properties, ADMET properties of blood constituents and the associated targets, GO
functional terms, pathways, and diseases etc. Therefore, in total, in DCABM-TCM there are six kinds of
entities: prescriptions, herbs, blood constituents, targets, pathways, and diseases (Figure 2). For every
entity of these six types, DCABM-TCM provides a detailed annotation page presenting the related core
and annotation information. For each of the six kinds of entities, DCABM-TCM supports data browse and
search. DCABM-TCM also supports two data analysis functions: 1) the network pharmacology analysis
for a prescription/herb/blood constituent to reveal the potential molecular mechanism, 2) the screening
of candidate drugs (including blood constituents, herbs and prescriptions) potentially targeting a
target/pathway/disease to help TCM-derived drug discovery. The two analysis functions and
corresponding analysis results are presented on the detailed annotation page of the corresponding type
of entity. In addition, data download and submission are also supported by DCABM-TCM.

Data statistics and analyses

Currently DCABM-TCM has recorded 4206 constituents detected in blood (among which 1306 can be
mapped to PubChem CIDs) of 192 prescriptions and 194 herbs, including 1487 prototypes (703 mapped
to PubChem CIDs) and 1783 metabolites (184 mapped to PubChem CIDs) (Table 1) (Additional �les 1~3,
and they can also be downloaded on “Download” page of DCABM-TCM). In our data, only 1/4 of source
publications have stated that among the detected blood constituents of a prescription or herb which are
prototypes and which are metabolites. DCABM-TCM involved 7585 prescription/herb-blood constituent

http://bionet.ncpsb.org.cn/dcabm-tcm/
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associations. In addition, there were 3838 target genes, further 333 KEGG pathways and 3987 CTD
diseases associated with the constituents detected in blood (Table 1).

Table 1 Statistics of DCABM-TCM data

Data type Number

Prescriptions 192

Herbs 194

Constituents detected in blood (All)

(including prototypes and metabolites)

4206

Constituents detected in blood with PubChem CIDs

(including prototypes and metabolites)

1306

Prototypes (All) 1487

Prototypes with PubChem CIDs 703

Metabolites (All) 1783

Metabolites with PubChem CIDs 184

Target genes (including the known and predicted ones with scores >= 10) 3838

Constituent detected in blood - target gene associations 47374

KEGG pathways involving the target genes 333

Target gene - KEGG pathway associations 17136

CTD diseases associated with the target genes 3987

Target gene - CTD disease associations 72794

In our data, the median (/average) number of constituents detected in blood is 13 (/22.5) for a
prescription and 8 (/16.8) for a herb (Figure 3A and 3B). The median (/average) number of blood
constituents with mapped PubChem CIDs is 9 (/11.7) for a prescription and 5 (/7.7) for a herb. By
observation, the number of the detected blood constituents of a prescription was often smaller than the
sum of the detected blood constituents of its compositive herbs. Most blood constituents detected in a
prescription were also the blood constituents of its compositive herbs, while sometimes a few new blood
constituents appeared which might be produced by the interactions between its compositive herbs such
as those produced in the decocting process of the prescription. These data of constituents detected in
blood were mined from 443 papers. In our data, for the majority of prescriptions and herbs, its blood
constituents were studied by only one paper, while some of them were studied by multiple papers. On
average, the blood constituents of a prescription were studied by 1.5 papers, and 2.8 papers for a herb
(Figure 3C and 3D).
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The recorded detection conditions mainly included the extraction method, experimental animal and
animal model, administration method and dose, blood collection time and location. In our data, the
extraction methods included water extraction, ethanol extraction, methanol extraction etc. Experimental
animals included rats, mice, and rabbits. For the animal model, the majority of the researches used
normal models and the minority used disease models such as the models of rheumatoid arthritis, acute
heart failure, and cerebral ischemia-reperfusion injury. For the administration method, the vast majority of
studies adopted the intragastrical administration (i.e., ig), and the adopted other methods included
intravenous injection (i.e., iv), intraperitoneal injection (i.e., ip), intravenous drip, intraduodental
administration, intestinal circulatory perfusion etc. The administration dose were recorded typically in
three forms: 1) “XX g/kg”, representing a single administration; 2) “XX g/kg, XX times”, representing
multiple dosing in a short period of time; 3) “XX g/kg, XX times/day, XX days”, representing a consecutive
administration for XX days. The blood collection time was generally in 0.5~3 hours after the last
administration, divided into, the single time point and multiple time points, two cases. Finally, blood
collection locations mainly included the postorbital venous plexus, the abdominal aorta, the hepatic
portal vein, the eyeball blood, and the fosse orbital vein etc.

At last, we described the physicochemical property distributions of 701 absorbed prototype constituents
with structures of the prescriptions and herbs by oral administration (i.e., intragastrical administration) in
our data (Figure 4). We observed that most absorbed constituents by oral administration satis�ed the
traditional rule for the drug-like molecule screening (molecular weight <= 500, logP <= 5, hydrogen bond
donor count <= 5, hydrogen bond acceptor count <= 10, rotatable bond count <= 10, TPSA <= 140 [34]),
but indeed there were still many that did not satisfy the rule, suggesting the imperfection of the traditional
rule in estimating the absorption and permeation of molecules. 

Usage of DCABM-TCM

DCABM-TCM supports data browse, search, download, and submission. In addition, it also supports two
data analysis functions as described in the next section.

For each of the six kinds of annotation pages, including prescriptions, herbs, constituents detected in
blood, targets, pathways, and diseases, DCABM-TCM supports browse and search. Specially, for blood
constituents, only those with mapped PubChem CIDs have their own annotation pages and are supported
to be browsed and searched. All blood constituents can be viewed on the corresponding detailed
annotation pages of prescriptions/herbs as described in the next section.

Among all the six kinds of entities that are searchable (Figure 5A), for the prescription or herb, users can
search by English name or Pinyin name; for the target, by Entrez Gene ID, Gene symbol or Gene full name;
for the disease, by Disease name or CTD disease ID; for the pathway, by KEGG pathway name or ID.
Finally, for the constituent detected in blood, DCABM-TCM supports search by 1) Compound name or
PubChem CID; 2) Structural similarity; 3) Physicochemical property range; or 4) Compound classi�cation.
When searching by the structural similarity, users input a compound of InChI format or draw the structure
of a compound with the help of JSDraw [35], and meanwhile set the structural similarity cutoff (Figure
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5B), then structurally similar blood constituents in the order of decreasing similarity scores ( >= cutoff)
will be returned. When searching by the property range, users can specify the range of the
physicochemical properties of the returned blood constituents, including the molecular weight, logP,
TPSA, hydrogen-bond donor count, hydrogen-bond acceptor count, and rotatable bond count (Figure 5C).
All blood constituents with structures in DCABM-TCM were divided into 12 superclasses, given by a
histogram graph on the “Compound classi�cation” Search page of the blood constituent. Selecting a
column will return blood constituents belonging to that superclass (Figure 5D).

On the submission page, users can submit the constituents detected in blood of a prescription or herb
derived from their own research or other publications to DCABM-TCM, by simply �lling information in
some required and optional �elds. Periodically, after manual veri�cation, we will integrate them into
DCABM-TCM. 

Annotation page

For every entity of the six types, including prescriptions, herbs, blood constituents, targets, pathways, and
diseases, DCABM-TCM provides a detailed annotation page presenting the related core and annotation
information as well as the corresponding interactive analysis functions and analysis results.

For a prescription/herb, on its detailed annotation page, �rst, we give its basic information, including
Chinese/English/Pinyin/Latin name, cross-references to TCMID [7] and CMAUP [17] (Figure 6A). Then, as
a reference, its ordinary constituents generally detected in vitro, integrated from TCMID [7], are given,
where for a prescription, the ordinary constituents of its every compositive herb and their sum are given
(Figure 6B). Next, the constituents detected in blood are provided (Figure 6C). Here we provide the
constituents detected in blood (as well as the prototypes and metabolites in them if the corresponding
source publication gave) and their corresponding detailed detection conditions and source publications
of the prescription/herb. Considering the potential difference of the blood constituents detected by
different researches as a result of the difference of the detection conditions, here, we give the blood
constituent-related information from different source publications, respectively, which can be browsed by
the label switch of “Source1”, “Source2”, …. The content of the label “Sum” is the sum of blood
constituents from different sources. In the next column, other prescriptions and herbs in DCABM-TCM
which share blood constituents with the interested prescription/herb together with the shared blood
constituents are listed (Figure 6D). Finally, at the end of the annotation page, the network pharmacology
analysis function and analysis results are presented (Figure 6E). This analysis is implemented based on
BATMAN-TCM, a bioinformatics analysis tool for the molecular mechanism of TCM previously developed
by us [26]. In this function, known and predicted targets of the blood constituents of the prescription/herb,
further the enriched GO functional terms, KEGG biological pathways, and CTD/OMIM diseases among the
targets are analyzed. And the blood constituent-target-pathway/disease association network is
visualized. Here, the target prediction score cutoff and the P-value of the enrichment analysis after
multiple testing correction can be interactively changed and then the results will be re-analyzed. All
analysis results as well as the network graph can be downloaded. This function aims to reveal the
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potential molecular mechanism of the prescription/herb based on its blood constituents. We believe that
compared with all constituents of a prescription/herb, the results of the network pharmacology analyses
based on its blood constituents are more reliable for revealing its potential molecular mechanism.

For a constituent detected in blood, its annotation page gives basic information (including name,
molecular formula, PubChem CID, CAS number, structure, cross-references), physicochemical properties,
compound structural classi�cation, ADMET properties, the lists of prescriptions and herbs the blood
constituent belongs to, and the network pharmacology analysis results for the blood constituent.

For a target/pathway/disease, the content of its annotation page is only divided into two sections (Figure
7). One gives the basic information of the entry, including name, ID, cross-references, GO function terms a
target entry belongs to, pathways a target entry participates in, diseases a target entry is associated with,
member genes a pathway entry contains, a disease entry-related genes etc. (Figure 7A). The other is the
analysis function of the candidate prescriptions, herbs, blood constituents targeting the
target/pathway/disease (Figure 7B). The candidate blood constituents of a target are given based on
known and predicted drug-target associations provided by BATMAN-TCM. The candidate blood
constituents potentially targeting a pathway/disease are signi�cantly enriched blood constituents among
the pathway member genes/the disease-related genes. Further the candidate prescriptions/herbs
potentially targeting a target/pathway/disease are signi�cantly enriched ones among its candidate blood
constituents (see Materials and Methods). Here users can specify the target prediction score cutoff and
P-value of the enrichment analyses after multiple testing correction. This function aims to help the
target/pathway/disease-based screening of candidate blood constituents, herbs and prescriptions.

In addition, for the user-friendliness, on each of the annotation pages, we provide various hyperlinks to
external databases such as TCMID [7], CMAUP [17], DrugBank [24], ChEBI [36], KEGG [28], DGIdb [37],
OMIM [29], Ensembl [38], and CTD [30], to internal pages and to the Help document in proper positions.

Conclusions
The vast majority of TCM constituents can produce pharmacological effects only after they reach the
bloodstream. Compared with the ordinary constituents detected in vitro, which can be obtained from
many existing TCM databases, the constituents detected in blood of a TCM, which have not been
recorded by any previous database, are more likely to be the really effective ones responsible for its
pharmacological effects. Here we manually collected so far the most comprehensive experimentally-
detected blood constituents of TCM prescriptions and herbs together with the corresponding detailed
detection conditions, and integrated associated annotations such as targets, pathways, diseases to
establish the DCABM-TCM database. In addition to data browse, search, download, and submission,
DCABM-TCM was also designed to support two typical applications of these blood constituents: 1)
potential molecular mechanism elucidation of a prescription or herb by the network pharmacology
analysis function; 2) TCM-based drug discovery based on the function of the priorization of candidate
drugs (including blood constituents, herbs and prescriptions) potentially targeting a
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target/pathway/disease. In summary, the unique data and the designed analysis functions of DCABM-
TCM can bene�t not only researchers interested in TCM modernization, but also a wider range of drug
researchers. Not only for the elucidation of TCM molecular mechanism and quality control of herbs but
also for TCM-inspired modern drug discovery, compared with previous ordinary TCM constituents
detected in vitro, the blood constituents are a great step forward, which are more likely to be really
effective/bioactive and meanwhile bioavailable.
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Figure 1

The data curation work�ow of the DCABM-TCM core data.
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Figure 2

Overview of DCABM-TCM database.
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Figure 3

Distributions of DCABM-TCM data. Distributions of the number of blood constituents of prescriptions (A)
and herbs (B). Distributions of the number of papers that studied the blood constituents of a prescription
(C) and herb (D).
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Figure 4

Distributions of physicochemical properties of orally absorbed prototype constituents with structures. (A)
Molecular weight. (B) LogP (the logarithm of the partition coe�cient between n-octanol and water). (C)
Hydrogen bond donor count. (D) Hydrogen bond acceptor count. (E) Rotatable bond count. (F) TPSA
(Topological Polar Surface Area). The average values and medians of the properties are given on the
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graphs. The property cutoff of the traditional rule of the drug-like molecule screening is marked on each
of the graphs by a dotted line.

Figure 5

Search modes supported by DCABM-TCM. (A) Users can search the database by prescriptions, herbs,
blood constituents, targets, pathways, or diseases. Specially, for blood constituents, in addition to routine
search by the name and PubChem CID, DCABM-TCM also supports search by structural similarity (B),
physicochemical property range (C) and compound classi�cation (D).
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Figure 6

Prescription annotation page. (A) Basic information. (B) Ordinary constituents, including three data �elds:
the compositive herbs of the prescription, ordinary constituents of every compositive herb and their sum.
(C) Constituents detected in blood. This column gives the blood constituents of the prescription
(including prototypes and metabolites) together with the detailed detection conditions. (D) Other
prescriptions and herbs in DCABM-TCM that share blood constituents with the prescription. (E) Network
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pharmacology analysis. Here, users can specify the target prediction score cutoff and P-value of
enrichment analyses after multiple testing correction. The analysis results include target prediction of
blood constituents of the prescription and further GO/pathway/disease enrichment analyses as well as
the blood constituent-target-pathway/disease association network visualization.

Figure 7

Target annotation page. (A) Basic information. (B) The analysis of candidate blood constituents (i),
prescriptions (ii) and herbs (iii) targeting the target gene. In this analysis, users can specify the target
prediction score cutoff and the P-value of enrichment analyses after multiple testing correction.
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